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fine art

portrait: mccory james. opposite: charles g. young, interactive design architect.

STYLE MAKERS

Trudi Horowitz, standing, and Susan Knickle
recently showed Andy Berg’s paintings
at the St. Julien Hotel & Spa, part of a
quarterly exhibit they conduct for Art
Movement Colorado. Opposite: A view of
Griffin Court at The Art Institute of Chicago,
a preferred spot for Horowitz to admire art.

Trudi Horowitz and Susan Knickle like to say they share the same eye for
art. Three years ago, the two friends combined their talents to form Art
Movement Colorado, a Boulder-based firm specializing in providing art
and sculpture that is tailored for a specific environment. With a virtual

Mark Villarreal’s oil-on-canvas,
Essex, is just one of the works
Horowitz and Knickle represent
through their art consultation firm.

inventory representing contemporary paintings, sculpture and ceramics by
more than 40 artists, they’ve turned pairing the right works and collector
into an art in its own right. “Our approach involves a great deal of intuition,”
expresses Horowitz. “When selecting art for a public space, we absorb the
environment and place the first piece in a strategic area. The rest just flows.
It’s almost subconscious.” The two seemed fated to collaborate. Both have
served as director of MacLaren Markowitz Gallery; they both collected
contemporary art before they met; and each says she just knows the right
piece when she sees it. “Facing a huge public space can be daunting,” says
Knickle, “but jumping right in and starting to enhance it is exhilarating,
much like creating a painting itself.” artmovementcolorado.com; 303.594.6594

double vision

trudi horowitz
& susan knickle
artist to watch:

SK: Andy Berg. His work is sophisticated,
colorful and tremendously exciting. We
were introduced to him by another one of
our equally talented artists, Mark Villarreal.
Favorite shops:

TH: Waterworks, Design Within Reach and
the consignment shop Clutter in Boulder.
Greatest inFluences:

SK: Architects and designers are important
to us because they create the environments
we enhance. Our favorite architect is Roland
Hower from Boulder, who happens to be
my husband. We love his work because it’s
sustainable, contemporary and clean.
Favorite museum:

TH: The historical background and the
architecture at The Art Institute of Chicago
makes viewing art very powerful.
every collector should…

SK: Buy pieces that speak to their heart,
trust their intuition, diversify their choices
and educate themselves.
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